Charges of sexual deviance, including sodomy, wife sharing, incest, and the orgiastic night have dogged the Nuṣayrīs from their earliest history. As similar allegations can be found in the heresiographical treatises of many cultures,1 most scholars of Islamic heterodoxy have dismissed these types of accusations as mere polemical slander.2 While this may be the case in some instances, it is important not to discount these reports simply because of their polemical packaging. The heresiographical accounts can often preserve actual sectarian customs that were merely misunderstood or misrepresented by the orthodox establishment. For example, as I demonstrated in a previous article, the charge of homosexuality that al-Nawbakhtī leveled against the Nuṣayrīs was likely based on a misconstrual of their initiation ceremonies, which were conducted as symbolic marriages between men.3 Since the Nuṣayrīs vehemently opposed homosexuality it is unlikely that the heresiographical accounts also preserve memory of an actual sodomizing rite.4 Nevertheless one cannot assume that a charge is libelous simply because it is shocking. Sexual behavior in the premodern Islamic world was far more diverse than one might imagine today and
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In her recently published book The Nativist Prophets of Early Islamic Iran, Crone demonstrates how several of the charges leveled against the heterodox sects contain kernels of truth that were distorted and sensationalized by the Islamic theologians. For example, she shows how the accusations of sexual communism ubiquitously associated with the Khurramites reflect a rural Iranian custom whereby brothers held wives and property in common.5 Like European primogeniture, this practice ensured that land would not be subdivided among numerous heirs. This type of fraternal polyandry was by no means the libertine free for all described by the heresiographers, but simply a practice that testifies to an alternate sexual morality that time and Islamic conformity have eliminated.
However, it is not fair to whitewash all of the charges. It is certainly possible that some of the sexual rites described in the heresiographies were actually practiced, and precisely for their transgressive value. As antinomians the Nuṣayrīs considered themselves above the ritual obligations of Islam.6 That this belief translated into complete libertinism is unlikely. It is hard to imagine a sect surviving for over a millennium without sexual regulations, and enough evidence exists that would contradict this assumption. Nevertheless the ideological groundwork for a certain libertinism is present and may even have been instantiated by antinomian factions in the sect, as will be shown in what follows.
A newly discovered manual, ms Taymūr ʿAqāʾid 564, currently housed in the Khizāna al-Taymūriyya of the Dār al-Kutub al-Miṣriyya, appears to have belonged to such a group.7 Written in Hama in 1306/1889, it is a manual for
